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COMPLEX ALMOST CONTACT MANIFOLDS

BY SHIGERU ISHIHARA AND MARIKO KONISHI

§ 1. Introduction.

A complex contact manifold is a complex manifold of odd dimensions 2m+l
(^3) covered by an open covering Jί—{0, O'', •••} consisting of coordinate neigh-
borhoods in such a way that

1) In each O^Jl there is a holomorphic 1-form w satisfying wΛ(dw)mφQ
at every point of 0

2) If Or\O'Φφ (0, O'^cA), there is a non-vanshing holomorphic function λ
in Or\O' such that w'=λw in Or\O'', where w' is the holomorphic 1-form given
in Of (See Kobayashi [3]).

In a previous paper [2] we have studied complex contact structure {(0, w)\O
GcΛ} which are induced by fiberings of manifolds with (real) normal contact 3-
structure and obtained the induced (local) tensor field G of type (1, 1) in each
O^Jl such that G 2 = — I-\-w®W, w°G=0, where W is the associated vector field
of w. The local structures {(0, G, w, W)\ O^Jί) are very useful to study curvature
properties in the same way as in the real case (See Gray [1]. and Sasaki [4]).
In the present paper we first define a system of local structures {(0, u, G)\0^Jί}
which will be called a complex almost contact structure and next show that
such a structure induces a complex contact structure defined by Kobayashi [3],
when it satisfies a suitable condition, i. e., to be normal.

The authors wish to express their thanks to Professor J. S. Park for his
valuable suggestions and remarks.

§ 2. Complex almost contact structure.

Let M be a complex manifold with complex structure F and Hermitian metric
g and be covered by an open covering Jl~{0, 0'', •••} consisting of coordinate
neighborhoods. Then M is called a Complex almost contact manifold if the
following conditions 1) and 2) are satisfied:

1) In each O E J there are given a 1-form u and a tensor field G of type
(1, 1) such that**0

Received July 23, 1979
5(0 Functions vector fields, tensor fields and geometric objects we consider are assumed

to be differentiable and of class C°°, otherwise stated. Throughout this paper, X, Y
and Z denote arbitrary vector fields in M.
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G2=-I+u®U+v®V,

(2.D GF=-FG, g{GX, Y)=-g{GY, X),

GU=0, g(U, Γ/)=l,

I being the identity tensor of type (1, 1) in M, where U and V are respectively
the associated vector fields of u and a 1-form v defined in 0 by

(2.2) v = wF,

i.e., g{U, X)=u(X) and g(V, X)=v(X)\
2) If Of\O'Φφ (0, O'(ΞJI), there are functions a and b in Or\O' such that

uf—au — bvy G'=aG—bH,

(2.3) α 2 + 6 2 = l

v^M+flv, H'=bG+aH,

in 0πOr, where // is defined in 0 by

(2.4) H=GF

and (M', GO are the local structure given in 0', vf and H' being defined in Or by
(2.2) and (2.4) respectively.

The set {(O, w, G ) | O e ^ } is called a complex almost contact structure. In
such a case, M is necesarily of odd complex dimensions 2m+l (^3). For a
complex almost structure, we have

H2=-I+u®U+v®V.

, Z),

(2.5)

FU=-V, FV=U, u=-v°F,

g{v, y)=i, ^(ί/, y)=o

as consequences of (2.1), (2.2), (2.3), (2.4) and

F 2 - - / , (̂Fjf, r ) = - ^ ( ί i r , x) .

We now have

THEOREM 1. For a complex almost contact manifold of complex dimensions
2m + 1 (Ξ 3̂), ί/ιe structure group of the tangent bundle of M is reducible to
( S p ( m ) S J , ( l ) ) X ί 7 ( l ) , wAere Sp(m)S(l)S()S(l)/{±l}

W e n o w p u t
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locally in each O^Jί. Then, as a consequence of (2.3), P determines a global
tensor field, which is also denoted by P, in M such that P2=P. Thus P is a
projection tensor of rank 2. The distribution D determined by P is invariant
under the action of the complex structure F and called the vertical distribution
for brevity. We denote by B the vector bundle over M consisting of all vectors
belonging to the vertical distribution D.

Let F be the Riemannian connection of (M, g). If we put

(2.6) PFχU=2σ(X)V, PFxV=-2σ(X)U

in each O G J , then we get a local 1-form σ in 0. If Or\O'Φφ (0, O'^BJC), we
have

(2.7) 2σ'=2σ + b-1da^2σ-a-1db

in Or\O', a and 6 being the functions appearing in (2.3), where σ' is the local 1-
form defined by (2.4) in 0'. Then {{2σ, O)\O^Jί} defines a linear connection 0
in the vertical vector bundle B. The local vector fields defined respectively by

(2.8) DxU=FxU-2σ(X)V, DXV=FxV+2σ{X)U

are orthogonal to the vertical distribution D. If Or\O'Φφ (0, O'^Jί), we get by
using (2.3) and (2.6)

, DxU'=aDxU-bDxV,
(2.9) {

1 DxV'=bDxU+aDχV,

where ,DχL7/ and Z^V' are defined by (2.8) in 0'.

§ 3. Normal complex almost contact structure.

Let M be a complex almost contact manifold with structure {(0, u, G)\O^cJ].
Denote by utt vτ, u

h, vh, Gτ

h, Ht

h and gμ components of u, v, U, V, G, H, g in
0, respectively. Denoting by V\ the operator of covariant differentiation in 0
with respect to the Riemannian connection F of (M, g), we put

(3.1) Djuι=Fjui-2σjvι, Djvι=Fjvi

J

Γ2σJuι,

where σ—σjdx3 in 0. *} Then we obtain

O, ukDJvk=0>

where uh—utg
th, vh—vtg

th, gίh being defined by (gih)=(gih)~\ since DXU and
DXV are orthogonal to the vertical distribution D.

The complex almost contact structure is said to be contact when

*5 The indices h,i,j,k, — ,t,s,- run over the range {1, •• ,4m + 2} and the summation

convension is used with respect to this system of indices.
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du — σΛv = G, dvΛ-σΛu—H,

where local 2-forms G and H are defined in 0 by

G(X,Y)=g(GX,Y), H(X,Y)=g(HX,Y),

respectively. When the structure is contact,

(3.4) DjUi-DiU^Gji, Djvί-DιvJ=2Hji

hold, where G3i=Gjtgtι, and Hjι=HJ

tgtι are components of 6 and H in O
respectively.

We now put in O

(3.5) DjGJ

h=-VjGι

h-2σjHJ

h, DjHι

h=FJHι

h+2σjGι

h,

which are respectively components of local tensor fields of type (1, 2) in O. If
φ (0, O ' E J ) , using (2.3) and (2.7), we have in Or\Of

(3.6) DJG'ι
h=aDjGι

h-bDjHι

h, DjH
/

ι

h=bDJGι

h+aDjHι

h,

where Z^G?1 and £,# '* are defined by (3.5) in 0'.

Next, we define in 0 local tensor fields 5, T and W of type (1.2) respectively
by their components as followings:

SkJ

h = Gk

tDtGJ

h-GJ

tDtGk

h-Gt\DkGJ

t-DJGk

t)

+2(vjHk

h-vkHJ

h)+2(Gkju
h-Hkju

h),

(3.7) TkJ

h=Hk

tDtHJ

h-HJ

tDtHk

h-Ht\DkHJ

t-DjHk

t)

Jr2(ujGk

h-ukGJ

h)+2(Hkjv
h-Gkju

h)t

-Gt\DkHJ

t-DjHk

t)-Ht\DkGJ

t-DjGk

tn

-(ujHk

h+vjGk

h-ukHJ

h-vkGJ

h)+2(Gkjv
h+Hkju

h).

Then we have in Of\Of

S'=a2S+2abW+b2T, T'=b2S-2abW+a2T,
(3.8)

W'=ab(S-T)+(a2-b2)W,

where S', T' and W' are defined by (3.7) in O'. The set {S, T, W) of local
tensor fields will be called the torsion tensor of the given complex almost contact
structure. The equations (3.8) show that if S=T=W=0 in 0, then S'=T'=W'=0
in Or\O'. When a complex almost contact structure is contact and its torsion
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tensors S, T and W vanish, it is said to be normal.

PROPOSITION 1. If a complex almost contact structure {(O, u, v, G, H)\O^Jl}
is normal, then

(3.9) Gjt=DjuX9 Hjί=Djvι.

Proof, Since the structure is contact, differentiating exteriorly (3.3), we have

(3.10) dG-σ/\H=-Ωf\v, dH+σAG=ΩAu,

where Ω=dσ and 2Ω is the curvature tensor Θ of the linear connection θ
induced in the vertical vector bundle B. The equations (3.10) are equivalent to

(3.11)
DhHji+DjHik+DiHkJ=Ωkjui+Ωjiuk+ΩikuJ.

where
DuGμ^VkGji-lσkHji, DkHji=FkHji+2σkGJi,

Ω

(x1, ~ , xim+2) being local coordinates in 0.
Putting

SϋGjt=ukDkGji+(Djuk)Gki+(Dιu
k)GJk,

we have from (2.1), (2.2), (2.4), (2.5) and (3.11)

(3.12) 2uGji=u\DkGJi+DjGik+DiGkJ)=:-uk(Ωkjvi+ΩikvJ).

On the other hand, since 5 * ^ = 0 , transvecting the first equation of (3.7) with
Gh

%us, we get

(3.13)
kJ

hGh

t

= -{ujDjGk

t-Gk*Dιu
t+GJ

tDku
j)

+ Gk

rutuKDjur-DruJ)+Gk

rvtuKD3ur-DruJ).

Next, we put

SuGJ

t=u*DkG,t-GJ

kDku
t+Gk

tDjUk.

Then, using (2.1), (2.2), (2.4), (2.5), (3.4) and (3.13), we have

S σ G / = 0 ,
from which
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ukDkGμ-G3K2Gki+Diuk)+GkiDju
k

=SϋGJi-2GJKGkt+Diuk).

Substituting (3.12) into this, we obtain

(3.14) 2GJ

Λ(Gki+Diuk)=-uk(ΩkJvx+Ωikvj),

from which, transvecting υJ,

(3.15) ukΩkι=(ukΩkjv
J)vι.

Thus, we have from (3.14) and (3.15)

and hence, using (3.2),

Gki+DiUk=0.

Consequently, we get

(3.16) Gji=Djuι=-DiuJ.

Similarly, we obtain

(3.17) vkΩkι=(vkΩkju
j)Uι

and

(3.18) Hjι=Djvi=-DιvJ. Q.E.D.

PROPOSITION 2. A complex almost contact structure is normal if and only
if it is contact and

DjGl

h=d*ul-gjiu
h+FJ

hvl-Fjiv
h,

(3.19)
DjHt

h=&}vi-gjiv
h-FJ

hui+FJiu
h,

where Fjh are components of the complex structure F and Fji=F/gtι.

Proof. First, the given structure is assumed to be normal. Since it is
contact, we have from (3.11)

DkGjt+DjGtk+DtGkJ=-(ΩkJvt+ΩJtvk+Ωtkvj),

from which, transvecting v\

(3.20) vtDtGkJ-G,tDkvt+Gk

tD,vt
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On the other hand, since SkJ

h—0, transvecting the first equation of (3.7) with
G A V and using (2.1), (2.2), (2.4), (2.5) and (3.2), we have

= {Gk

rGh

tDrGJ

h-(Gr

hGh

tχDkG/-DjGkη}v^-2(Fk

t+ukv
t-vku

t)

= -(υJDjGk

t-Gk

rDrv
tJrGJ

tDkv
j)'-2(Fk

t+ukv
t-vku

t)

and hence

This implies together with (3.16), (3.17) and (3.20)

(3.21) Ωkj=2F

where a=ΩkjV
kuJ.

We now put Skj^Sk/g^. Then, using (3.9), (3.11) and (3.21), we have

0=SkJt

= Gk

rDrGji-G/DrGki-Gri(DkG3

r-DjGk

r)

+2(vjHkί—vkHJi+Gkjui—HkjVι)

+ v jH ki—v kHji+u kGji — iijG kί—4H kjV i

= -Gk

r(DiGrJ+2Frjvi+2FιrVj)+G;(DiGrk+2Frkvi+2Fιrvk)

+ vjHki—vkHjί+ukGJi—ujGki—4HkjVι

= -Di{Gk

rGrj)Λ-2G3

rDiGrk-vJHkiΛ-vkHμ-ukGιj-ujGkι

from which

GJ

rDiGrk

Thus, transvecting this with Gt

J, we get

and hence the first equation of (3.19). Similarly, we obtain the second equation
of (3.19).

Conversely, the given complex almost contact structure is assumed to satisfy
(3.19). Transvecting the first equation of (3.19) with uι, we get
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(DjGι

h)uι=δf}-uJu
h-vjv

h.

Since Gl

hul=0, we have

Gi

h(DJu
i)=-δ'S+UjUh+VjVh,

from which

DjUh^G3

h

} i.e., DjUi^Gji.

This means

(3.22)

Similarly, we obtain

(3.23) DjVi-Dιvj=2Hji.

From (3.22) and (3.23) we see that the given structure is contact. Next, using
(3.19), we can easily verify S=T=W=0. Consequently, in this case the given
structure is normal. Q. E. D.

PROPOSITION 3. // a complex almost contact structure is normal, the pair
(F, g) is a Kahlerian structure, i. e., FF—0.

Proof. Using Ht

h=Gt

hFι

t, we have

DJW

from which, substituting (3.19),

Thus, we get

from which, using (2.1) and Proposition 1,

FjFt

h=Q. Q.E.D.

PROPOSITION 4. For a complex almost contact structure, which is normal,

ΩJk=2Fjk,

i. e., the curvature form Θ of the linear connection θ induced in the vertical
vector bundle B is given by

Θ(X, Y)=2g(FX, Y).

Proof Since Ω=dσ, we have dΩ=0. Thus, using (3.21), we have

(2—a)(duΛv — uΛdv)+daΛuΛv = Q

because FF—0. Substituting into this
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duAv=HAv, uΛdv = uΛG

which are direct consequences of (3.9), we obtain

(3.22) (2-a)(HAv-uAG)+daAuAv=-0.

Taking account of (HAvXX, U, V)=(UAG)(X, U, V)=0, we have from (3.22)

from which and (3.22)

(2-a)(HAu-uAG)=0

and hence a=2. Thus, substituting a—2 into (3.21), we get

Ωjk=2Fjk. Q.E.D.

§ 4. Curvature properties. In this section, let (M, G, F) be a complex manifold
of (real) dimension n with complex almost contact structure {(0, u, v, G, H)}
which is normal. Using (3.19) and Ricci formulas gives

—Kkji
sus=ujgki—ukgji

JrVjFkί—VkFJi—2vίFkj+2ΩkjVι,

(4.1)

Kkji

h being components of the curvature tensor K of (M, g, F), where Fjί=FJ

hgji

and

(4.2) Ωji=j(dJσι-diσj).

Next, (3.19) and Ricci formulas imply

KtjW-KMji'GS^GHδϊ-Gjiδi+GSgji+Gfgn
(4.3)

+HkiFJ

h-HJiFk

Λ-Hk

ΛFji+HJ

hFki+2ΩkJHS.

Changing in (4.3) the index h to s and then transvecting G8h(==Gs

tgth)> we have
by means of (4.1)

(4.4)
-{FkiFjh-FjίFkh)-{gkigjh-gjigkh)-2ΩkjFih,

where Kkjih=Kkji

sgsh and Hji^Hjsgsl.
Since (M, gy F) is Kahlerian, we obtain

(4.5) KkJih=KkJtiF%Ψh .

Then, transvecting Gίh(=gιsGs

h) with (4.5) gives
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(4.6) KkjihL

Similarly, we get

(4.7) Kkjihl

On the other hand, we have

(4.8) KktshG
ts=j(Kktsh-Kksth)Gts=- jKkhtsG

ts,

where we used the identity Kkμh-\-Kjikh-\-Kikjh—^. Thus (4.6) and (4.8) give

(4.9) KktshG
ts=0.

If we transvect gjί with (4.4), then we have by using (4.9)

(4.10) Kkh=(n-2)gkh+2ΩksFh

s.

Next, transvecting F / ί ( = ^ s F s

ί ) with (4.4), then we have by using (4.7)

(4.11) Kkjihp
 ί=(n-2)Fkh+2Ωkh.

Transvecting Fih with (4.4) gives

(4.12) KkJihF
ih=-(n+2)ΩkJ.

On the other hand, (4.5) implies

Khj=Kkt9hF»F*=~Kkht9F
t'F3

h,

which is obtained in the same way as (4.8) done. This equation and (4.12) imply

(4.13) Kkj=-^~ΩksF3

s.

If we substitute (4.13) in (4.10), we have

(4.14) Ωkj=2FkJ,

which gives Proposition 4. Substituting (4.14) into (4.13), we have

(4.15) KhJ=(n+2)gkJ

and hence

(4.16) K=KkJg»=n(n+2),

where K denotes the scalar curvature of (M, g, F). Thus we have form (4.15)
and (4.16)
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THEOREM 2. // a complex manifold (M, F, g) with Hermitian metric g admits
a complex almost contact structure, which is normal, then (M, F, g) is an Einstein
Kahlenan space with scalar curvature n(n+2), where dim M=n (^3). // moreover
M is complete, then M is compact.

We now take complex coordinates (Z\ •••, Z2m+1) in 0, such that F has com-

ponents of the form

/ V - l δκ

λ 0

F1=[ o - V - i <Si

Putting
— 1 V ,

we see that π is a complex 1-form of type (1, 0), i.e. π — πκdZκ. Since (4.14)
holds, we can find a holomorphic 1-form w~fπ in 0, where / is a function
defined in 0, such that wΛ(dw)mΦθ (for proof see [2]). Thus we have

THEOREM 3. // a complex manifold M with Hermitian metric g admits a
complex almost contact structure, which is normal, there is in M a complex contact
structure.

Under the same assumption as in Theorem 3, using Proposition 1, we see
that [_U, V] belongs to D, i. e. that the vertical distribution D is integrable. A
maximal integral submanifold of D will be called a fibre.

PROPOSITION 5. Under the same assumption as in Theorem 3, the vertical
distribution D is integrable and every fibre is a totally geodesic submanifold
with complex dimension 1 and with constant curvature 4. // moreover M is
complete, every fibre is a 2-dimensιonal sphere with curvature 4.

Proof. Proposition 1 implies

FuU=2σ(U)V, FvU=2σ(V)V, FuV=-2σ(U)U, FvV=-2σ(V)U,

which show that every fiber is totally geodesic. Since FU— — V, FV^U, every
fiber is a complex submanifold of complex dimension 1. Next, using (4.1), we
have KkjihV

kUjVιUh=4:, which means that every fiber has constant curvature 4.
Q. E. D.

Remark. For a complex almost contact manifold (M, F, g) with structure
{{0, u, G)\0^Jί}, the Hermitian manifold (M, F, g) is assumed to be Kahlerian.
Then the local tensor field G has components satisfying^

* } The indices λ,μ,v,τ- run over the range {1, •• ,2m + l} and the summation con-

vension is used with respect to this system of indices.
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with respect to complex coordinates (Z1, •••, Z2m+1) in each O e J . The local
tensor fields S, T and W have respectively components satisfying

S-,μ

λ = G-/DzGμ

λ-G^DτGτ

λ+2(u-uGμ

λ-uμGr)+AG-uμu
λ,

rp λ Λ ηp _λ. c _λ 'p λ. c λ .
•L n μ ' v/ j J pμ *~^vμ > •*• vμ ^ vμ t

W λ~0 W-λ—0 W—X — — Λ/—\ S -λ

¥¥ pμ KJ f ¥¥ yμ \J , ¥¥ yμ V J- vJ y μ .

The equation

given in (2.1) is equivalent to

The equations (3.9) are equivalent to

The DjGz

h satisfies the identities

DvGμ

x=0, D-»Gμ

λ=0

and the equations (3.19) are equivalent to

DvGμ

x=2(δλ

μuμ-gvμu
λ), D-uGμ

λ=0.
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